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Three Ottawa area home builders, members of the
Greater Ottawa Home Builders’ Association, received recog-
nition at the EQ Awards Gala in Toronto on Feb. 23.

These included:
Mattamy Homes won the new Impact Award, for

builders who make long-term, significant voluntary progress
in reducing carbon emissions and showing outstanding
achievements through energy efficiency and sustainable
practices;

The Minto Group Inc. was recognized as ENERGY
STAR for New Homes Builder of the Year – Large Volume;
and

RND Construction received Best Green Renovation
Project of the Year Award.

Three Ottawa builders receive EQ Awards
recognition for housing innovation

Roland Eid, the former presi-
dent of ICI Construction, whose
business went down in flames in
bankruptcy in 2007, has been
sentenced to seven years in
prison.

Superior Court judge Timothy
Ray also set a $1.7 million fine -
representing the money he took when he fled to
Lebanon, part of a story with twists and turns including
his assertions that he had been an informant for the
Canadian Security and Intelligence Service (CSIS),
which he asserted had directed him to set up the com-
pany in an initiative to gain intelligence about Hezbol-
lah, a Muslim Shia group whose activities, primarily
against Israel, have been associated with global terror-
ism.

The judge didn’t buy that story, instead looking at
the financial manipulations that caused hardship for
subtrades and pushed ICI’s financier - factoring busi-
ness Acorn Partners - into bankruptcy. Ray estimated
that Eid’s malfeasance resulted in $8 million in finan-
cial losses.

Crown prosecutor Moray Welch had earlier de-
scribed the story as the “biggest commercial fraud ever
to occur in the Ottawa area.”

Ray accepted the crown’s arguments and evidence.
“It’s not just the $1.7 million (Eid transferred to
Lebanon),” he said. People who trusted him were
harmed. “You lied to them over and over again,” he
said. “ It was a gigantic con. It was their blind trust in
you that permitted you to manipulate them.”

See the Ottawa Citizen story  at goo.gl/VDtK9R.

Roland Eid sentenced to seven
years for ICI Construction 
bankruptcy fraud
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